Elite Commercial Fittings
built on trust,
growing by reputation

Shopfitting with a Personal Approach

Phone: 1300 380 043

Email: info@elitecommercials.com.au

Elite Commercial Fittings has more than 30 years of experience of delivering high
quality fit out solutions across Australia for such clients as Endota Spa and Beauty,
Macpac Great Outdoors NZ, Westfield Shopping centres, AMP Shopping centres,
Georgiou, Pro build, AWB, Food Co, Flex Fitness, Mirvac and Peet.
With a proven background in planning, managing, design and ultimately install,
we have a structure and model that will suit any client.

Andy MacDowel Director
Andy’s career started as a residential builder. Looking to refine his skills some 15
years ago Andy began working for one of New Zealand’s largest Cabinetry and Shop
fitting companies not only working domestically but internationally. 15 years later
and now settled with a young family here in Perth, Andy’s wealth of knowledge and
contacts throughout the industry means every project is achievable no matter how
big or small with the focus of the client’s needs delivered first time as requested.
Andy’s commitment to his clients is shown by meticulously working hard behind
the scenes at Elite Commercials developing the team with the Right Skills and
Working cultures for the Elite Team to grow and implement new strategies to move
in a forward direction with the Commercial Scene this is shown on every fitout with
the end product done right first time.

James McKnight Director
James qualified as a Shop fitter in the year 1999 following a 4 year apprenticeship
with the uk’s largest shop fitting company Thomas Johnstone. Having learned his
trade he went on to open his own construction company serving both the private
and retail sector for 15 years.
After immigrating to Australia in 2015 with his wife and 2 children, James spent 2
years as a project manager with a large commercial building company before breaking
out on his own opening Elite Commercial Fittings. James is a dedicated family man
with a diploma in building and construction and endless knowledge in his field.

Shop Fitting Services

In House Capabilities:

RETAIL FITOUTS AND REFURBS

1. Design to meet any budget

Our team have extensive experience with commercial
being our specialty.

2. Planning of construction including
in house shop drawings

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT

3. Specialists in nationwide retail fitouts

fitouts, alterations and refurbishments with shopfitting

Elite Commercial Fittings has worked with a number
of clients on Design and Construct projects.
Our team have transformed tired old buildings and
empty tenancies into modern luxury shops, offices
and restaurants.

DEFIT’S AND DEMOLITION

4. In house joinery shop and
manufacturing facilities
5. Commercial and domestic small works,
refurbs and alterations
6. Facilities maintenance

Demolition, strip outs and defits are something we
specialise in prior to commencing fitout construction
Strip outs are usually completed outside of business
hours and left clean and ready for reoccupation.

7. Defit and demo works
8. Detailed project management

With a demonstrable track record for delivering high quality,
cost efficient projects on both a tendered and negotiated basis,
we are proud of our high levels of repeat custom and referred works.
We look forward to having the opportunity to be part
of your team at some point in the near future.
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